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Abstract

Litigation

Recent court cases in Connecticut and California have challenged the commercial
use of Global Positioning Systems (GPS) for tracking and gathering data about
consumers. Specifically, these cases focused on the terms and disclosures

SEARCH

contained in automobile rental contracts relating to the use of GPS to monitor the
driving patterns of rental car drivers. In response to concerns about consumer

>>

privacy, several states have also enacted legislation that addresses the use of
tracking technology in the rental car market. This Article examines recent litigation
concerning the use of GPS in rental cars and related legislative efforts. Although

Shidler Center
UW School of Law

recent legislation and litigation focuses on the automobile rental industry's use of
GPS, similar legal issues may arise in other circumstances where devices containing
tracking technology may be leased to consumers or commercial parties. Such
devices include cellular telephones, heavy machinery, and other types of tracking
and remote technologies such as ignition kill devices.
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INTRODUCTION
<1>Two

states recently challenged car rental companies’ use of Global Positioning

Systems (GPS) to monitor the driving speed and location of their customers.

2

In

addition to lawsuits, statutes in California, Connecticut, and New York specifically
restrict the use of GPS by car rental companies. 3 As a general matter, private and
commercial parties commonly use Global Positioning Systems (GPS) in automobiles. 4
GPS is a tracking system that uses satellite signals to calculate information related to
navigation, such as location, speed, and direction of travel. 5 Companies increasingly
rely on GPS and similar tracking technology to collect data regarding product use. 6
This Article focuses on recent legal challenges to the use of GPS in the rental market
and uses these cases to illustrate some of the contractual and policy issues that may
arise in other business contexts, when companies deploy tracking technology in
conjunction with leasing products or equipment to consumers or commercial entities.

OVERVIEW OF GPS AND TRACKING TECHNOLOGIES
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<2>The

United States Department of Defense created GPS, a satellite based tracking

of Law,
Technology
& Arts, 7Vol.A3,network
Iss. 3 [2007],
Art. 1 24
program, in the earlyWashington
1970s toJournal
increase
military
efficiency.
of over
satellites transmits signals to the earth, where a receiver uses the signals to calculate
its own position and other information such as speed and direction of travel. 8 If the
receiver has a transmitter, it can relay the calculated information to outside data
gatherers or third parties. 9 President Ronald Reagan approved commercial use of GPS
in 1983, after Russia shot down a Korean Airlines flight when the plane erroneously
entered Russian airspace.10
<3>Despite

GPS’ origin as a purely navigational tool, a variety of locational tracking

devices now use GPS. Workforce monitoring programs observe employees using GPS
devices in mobile phones and make this information available to employers via the
Internet.11 Equipment rental companies use “wireless management solutions” to track
the length of time customers use equipment, which allows companies to enforce
hourly rates and reduce uncompensated wear and tear on the equipment. 12 Car
owners use ignition kill devices to deter thieves. Owners operate these devices from
outside the vehicle using remote controls. The devices cut off power to the
automobile’s fuel pump, fuel injectors or spark plugs so that cars will not start. 13 Auto
racetracks currently use ignition kill devices to increase driver safety during races. 14
<4>Although

not widely in use, “biometric vehicle diagnostic/tracking/ignition kill”

systems can disable vehicles from remote stations using information sent from a
transceiver device.

15

Law enforcement could use this technology to disable illegally

driven vehicles, such as those that are not registered or insured.16 Commercial leasing
companies could also use these systems to disable vehicles whose users have
defaulted on their payments.17 Other non-GPS tracking technologies exist, such as
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID). RFID tags are small wireless tracking devices
that communicate with computers using radio waves. 18 Retailers can embed these
small, tags into consumer products such as clothing in order to track inventory. 19

CONTRACTUAL ISSUES ARISING IN THE USE OF GPS IN THE RENTAL CAR MARKET
<5>The

California and Connecticut legislatures enacted current GPS-restriction laws

after courts in these states found car rental companies liable for not fully disclosing
GPS use to consumers. 20 In People v. Acceleron Corp., the California Attorney General
filed a consumer protection lawsuit against the rental car company, Acceleron
Corporation. 21 The complaint alleged that Acceleron misled customers by failing to
fully inform them about the use of GPS devices in rental cars and by advertising
unlimited mileage but failing to adequately inform the renter of “geographic
restrictions.” 22 Specifically, Acceleron did not inform consumers that it would use GPS
to track vehicles, and that it would charge renters $1 per mile for the entirety of the
rental period if the renter drove outside certain geographical restrictions. 23 The
complaint alleged that the $1 per mile charge constituted a liquid damage penalty in
violation of California’s Civil Code § 1671, which forbids liquidated damage clauses that
amount to penalties. 24
<6>The

Acceleron complaint also stated that Acceleron had engaged in false and

misleading advertising. Acceleron allegedly failed to inform renters how it would
calculate the geographic restriction surcharge; and it failed to inform renters that an
advertised offer of unlimited mileage was not available for ‘local residents,’ an
undefined term in the contract.25
<7>The

parties agreed to settle the case.26 The settlement agreement permanently

prohibits Acceleron from using GPS to collect information about consumers’ use of
rental cars and from using GPS information to impose any fines, penalties, or
surcharges. 27 It allows the use of GPS only for the narrow purpose of locating stolen,
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abandoned or missing rental vehicles.28 Acceleron agreed to keep all records detailing
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the
rental contact related to such GPS use. Acceleron will make such records available to
the offices of the California Attorney General and District Attorney within seven days
of a request for inspection.29
<8>In

American Car Rental, Inc. v. Comm’r of Consumer Protection, the Connecticut

Commissioner of Consumer Protection filed an administrative complaint against
American Car Rental, Inc. 30 American Car Rental charged a $150 speeding fee each
time a rented vehicle exceeded 79 mile per hour continuously for two minutes or
more. A GPS device located within the vehicle monitored customer speed. 31 The
rental agreement mentioned that “vehicles driven in excess of posted speed limit will
be charged $150 fee per occurrence” and that rental vehicles were equipped with GPS.
However, the agreement did not define “occurrence” or “GPS,” and did not provide a
place for the customer to acknowledge that they understood the policy. 32 The
company explained the policy to some but not all customers, 33 and did not notify
customers when it charged fines to customer credit cards.34
<9>The

Supreme Court of Connecticut held that the $150 fine charged by American

Car Rental constituted an illegal penalty rather than a valid liquidated damages charge,
because it did not reflect the actual damage caused to the vehicle when the car was
driven in a manner that violated the rental contract.

35

The court ordered the rental

company to refund all speeding fees. 36 It reasoned that the fine violated the
Connecticut Unfair Trade Practices Act (CUTPA).37

<10> These

cases demonstrate that, in states without legislation regulating GPS use,

companies must consider public policy considerations and privacy issues. Companies
should clearly disclose to customers the use of tracking devices and the relationship
between information collected from such technology and subsequent damages.
Further, companies should communicate any damage amount imposed on consumers
before assessing charges. Finally, any imposed surcharges should more directly
correspond to reflect the amount of damages.

I. Disclosure of Tracking Technology Use and Notice of Charges
<11> The

Acceleron case emphasizes the need for companies that deploy tracking

technology in consumer leasing situations to disclose the use of such technology to the
customer in a written contract signed by the customer. As highlighted in Acceleron
Corp. a car rental company disclosed that it would charge customers $1 per mile for
driving outside a designated area, but did not disclose that it would use GPS to detect
a car’s location. 38 The company also did not reveal that it would impose a $1 per mile
fee based on every mile driven, whether within or outside the restricted area. It did
mention the use of GPS, but buried the reference in the text of the contract.
<12> The

Acceleron settlement agreement focused on the company’s failure to

adequately disclose GPS use to its customers. 39 Acceleron agreed to “clearly and
conspicuously” inform future consumers throughout the rental process that it may use
GPS or similar devices, and the manner in which Acceleron uses such devices. 40
Acceleron was required to make these explanations in all communication with future or
present customers, including at the rental counter and in a written contract signed by
the consumer. 41
<13> In

American Car Rental, Inc., a car rental company charged consumers $150 each

time they drove more than 79 miles per hour continuously for two minutes or more.
42

The rental agreement mentioned both the $150 fee and the fact that all vehicles

contained GPS equipment. 43 The rental contract did not, however, contain an
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explanation of the policy or definition of the term “GPS”. 44 The Supreme Court of

Washington
Journalcompany
of Law, Technology
Arts, Vol.
Iss. 3 [2007], Art.
1
Connecticut ruled against
the rental
on the&basis
that3, mentioning
GPS

equipment and including a statement of the fee did not sufficiently put the consumer
on notice that the company used GPS to monitor customer speed.
<14> The

court concluded that American Car Rental may charge speeding fees only if it

(1) obviously states the amount of the speeding fee in writing in the rental
agreement, (2) mentions that the GPS device is used to track the rental car’s speed
clearly in the written rental agreement, and (3) obtains each customer’s consent to
the terms of the written agreement in writing next to the statements of the amounts
of the speeding fee and the fact that GPS is used to track the vehicle’s movement. 45
<15> Companies

should ensure that charges are clearly communicated to customers.

Adequate notice may require complete disclosure of both the reason for and exact
amount of the charge. In American Car Rental, elements three through five of the
administrative complaint filed by the Commissioner of Consumer Protection included
findings that American, “(3)failed to notify consumers that they had been charged the
speeding fee; (4) failed to provide consumers who had been charged the speeding fee
an opportunity to refute the alleged violation of the plaintiff’s policy; and (5) failed to
notify consumers that the speeding fee would be charged against their credit or debit
cards.”46 Both the trial and appellate courts declined to address the issue of whether
American’s customers received sufficient notice of the speeding fee. This is because it
found that the speeding fee itself constituted an illegal penalty that was contrary to
public policy. 47 The court stated that the issue of notice was moot because, “adequate
notice of an illegal penalty would not justify its enforcement.”48 Nonetheless, the
company’s failure to notify customers of charges prompted litigation.
<16> Acceleron

and American Car Rental demonstrate that companies may use tracking

technology in consumer contracts so long as companies clearly and conspicuously
notify customers of such use in the absence of law to the contrary. 49 Additionally,
such contracts should mention the relationship between tracking and fee imposition in
an easily comprehensible manner. In these cases, full disclosure should likely have
included: a definition of the tracking technology, an explanation of the types of data
the rental company would collect via GPS, and the purpose for which the company
uses the data. Rental contracts should also disclose the precise type of fees or
surcharges will be imposed and under what circumstances a company will do so.

II. Liquidated Damages v. Unenforceable Penalties
<17> Under

the common law, contracting parties may impose liquidated damages but

may not impose penalties. 50 Therefore, rental companies may not charge customers
penalties for violating rental agreements.

51

In both Acceleron and American Car

Rental, courts found that the particular fines or surcharges imposed on consumers for
speeding or driving out of state constituted disguised penalties rather than valid
liquidated damages.
<18> In

Acceleron, the rental company charged $1 per mile traveled for the entire

rental period if a renter drove beyond a geographical restriction.52 The complaint
alleged that the charge constituted an illegal penalty, in violation of California Civil
Code section 1671, which “forbids the assessment of liquidated damages penalties.” 53
The settlement agreement enjoined the company from using electronic surveillance
technology to track a vehicle in order to impose “surcharges, fines or penalties relating
to the renter’s use of the vehicle” 54 and ordered Acceleron to restore the full amount
of any surcharges to all renters who submitted a complaint. 55
<19> In

American Car Rental, even though the rental contract stated the specific

amount charged to customers who drove in excess of 79 miles per hour, the court
invalidated the charges because the fines did not reflect actual damage to the
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vehicle. 56 Both parties presented expert testimony concerning costs incurred by the
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hour to the hearing officer who initially heard the case.57 The hearing officer found
that operating a rental vehicle at 80 miles per hour could increase wear to the car,
create an increase in maintenance and repair requirements, and decrease the vehicle’s
“useful service life.” 58 Further, the officer found that the damage that a renter could
cause by driving at high speeds during a typical rental period was insignificant.59 He
noted that the car involved in the case, a Plymouth Neon, cost about $14,000 new
and has an expected service life of 150,000 miles. 60 Occasional operation of the
vehicle at 80 miles per hour could decrease the expected service life and value of the
car by up to 10 percent and operation at 80 miles per hour continuously could
decrease the expected service life and value by up to 50 percent.61 Based on these
findings, the additional wear and tear on the Plymouth Neon would be equal to
approximately 37 cents of damage when operated at eighty miles per hour for two
minutes. 62
<20> The

hearing officer concluded that the speeding fee of $150 imposed by the

company was “unreasonably disproportionate to any actual damages that might be
suffered … and, as such, represented an illegal penalty rather than a valid liquidated
damages charge.”63 The trial court agreed with the hearing officer’s findings. On
appeal, the rental company argued that the imposed speeding fee of $150 was a valid
liquidated damages charge because the actual damage caused to the vehicle was
uncertain.64 The Supreme Court of Connecticut disagreed and upheld the findings of
the initial hearing officer, stating that the speeding fee was an illegal penalty that
violated CUTPA. 65
<21> The

court held that American Car Rental’s fine violated CUTPA 66 and was contrary

to public policy. The court reasoned that the speeding fee imposed on the consumer
was punitive because it was a significantly more than the actual value of the damage
that a customer could cause in case of a breach of contract.67 If companies choose to
impose liquidated damages or surcharges for excessive wear and tear to equipment,
as indicated by electronic monitoring devices, they should only impose such fees that
are proportionate to actual or projected damages to equipment caused by a
consumer’s breach of a contract. This is consistent with traditional contract doctrine
relating to the enforceability of liquidated damages clauses in contracts.

LEGISLATIVE LIMITATIONS ON THE USE OF GPS IN CONSUMER LEASING
<22> California,

Connecticut and New York have enacted legislation that restricts the

commercial use of GPS. 68 Statutes in these states only allow businesses to use GPS to
deter theft and locate equipment in cases of contract default.
<23> The

Connecticut statute, enacted in 2003, restricts businesses’ use of electronic

self-help, including GPS. The statute allows companies to use GPS or other tracking
technology installed in cars only when customers breach rental agreements.
Businesses may use “electronic self help” such as GPS or ignition kill devices only if
the consumer separately agrees to a term in the contract authorizing electronic selfhelp. 69 In non-consumer transactions, the statute deems the contractee to have
authorized “electronic self-help” if the rental or lease contract includes such a
provision; the contractee does not need to separately agree. In both consumer and
non-consumer transactions, the business utilizing “electronic self-help” must give
notice to the debtor that electronic self help will be used 15 days before it is used.70
Further, regardless of the circumstances, a business may not use electronic self-help if
it knows or should know that use of such would cause significant danger or harm to
third parties or public not involved in the transaction.71
<24> The

California’s statute, enacted in 2004, responded to the use of electronic
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surveillance technology by rental car companies to monitor renters’ driving habits. 72

Journal of Law,
& Arts, Vol.
3, Iss. 3 [2007],gathering
Art. 1
The statute prohibits Washington
a rental company
fromTechnology
using tracking
or information

technology such as GPS to access or obtain any information relating to renter’s use of
a rental vehicle. 73 An exception to the rule allows car rental companies to use GPS
tracking to locate a stolen, abandoned or missing vehicle in each of the following
cases: (1) when a renter or law enforcement official informs the company that the
vehicle has been stolen, abandoned, or missing; (2) when a renter does not return a
vehicle following one week after the return date; and (3) when the rental company
discovers that the vehicle has been stolen, abandoned, or missing. 74 The statute also
mandates that a rental company shall maintain a record of information relevant to any
activation of surveillance technology and that this record shall be maintained at least
twelve months from the date activated and shall be available to the renter upon
request.75 The California law allows the use of GPS for data collection, but only after
the vehicle is returned. Specifically, GPS can be used to determine the date and time
vehicles are returned, total mileage driven, and fuel level of returned vehicles.76
<25> Like

the California statute, the New York statute focuses on rental vehicle

protections. 77 The statute mandates that information collected via GPS may not be
used to determine or impose any costs, fees, charges, or penalties on an authorized
driver for such driver’s use of a rental vehicle, but can be used to impose costs, fees,
charges, or penalties to recover a vehicle that is lost, misplaced, or stolen. 78 The
statute’s specific mention of “authorized driver” seems to permit the use of GPS if a
person who drives a car was not authorized to do so under the rental contract (i.e. for
court proceedings if there is proof that someone else was driving vehicle).
<26> Companies

must comply with the statutory limitations and requirements in states

with legislation that regulates the use of tracking technology. Mere operation within a
state necessitates compliance with the state’s statute. New York legislation defines
“Rental Vehicle Company” as any person or company in the business of renting
vehicles out to members of the public from a location in the state. 79 The California
statute defines “Rental Company” as “any person or entity.” 80 Thus, companies that
operate within a regulated state cannot escape compliance with that state’s laws by
drafting contracts under the law of a legislation-free state.
<27> In

2006, several states enacted GPS-related legislation in reaction to consumer

privacy concerns, Maine, Colorado, New Hampshire, and Virginia recently enacted
legislation requiring motor vehicle manufacturers to disclose the presence of data
recording devices, such as GPS, to consumers. 81 The laws protect both vehicle owners
and persons entitled to possession of the vehicle, including lease-holders. 82
<28> Maine,

Colorado, New Hampshire, and Virginia, now restrict access of data from

data recording devices to vehicle owners and possessors except: (1) when the
owner/possessor consents to retrieval of the information, (2) when a court orders
production of such information, (3) for the purpose of repairing or servicing the car by
a licensed auto dealer or technician, and (4) to provide emergency aid in case of an
auto crash.83 Further, statutes in the four states require that a subscription service
agreement must disclose the fact that information may be recorded or transmitted
where transmission of data from an event data recorder is a part of a subscription
service. 84
<29> Recent

legislation aims at increasing consumer protection and limiting access to

vehicle data, although the state laws differ in some respects. Maine, Colorado, and
Virginia allow access to such data by a law enforcement officer acting as authorized
under statutory or constitutional law.85 In addition, Maine and Colorado allow the use
of data from data recording devices for research purposes so long as the research is
aimed at improving motor vehicle safety and the identity of the owner/possessor/ or
driver of the vehicle is not disclosed, and as a part of discovery in a legal
proceeding. 86
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<30> Newly

enacted legislation in New Hampshire prohibits the State of New Hampshire
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including
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identify vehicles on highway.87 Virginia law disallows auto insurers from reducing
coverage, increasing insurance rates, or not applying discounts only because the
owner of a vehicle does not allow release of data from their vehicle’s data recording
device to the insurer. 88 The only exception to Virginia’s law is that insurance
companies can offer a discount based on information from a data-recording device, if
the insured authorizes the release of such information to the insurer. 89 Companies
that do business in multiple states should keep abreast of new state legislation focused
on GPS and tracking technology.

CONCLUSION: CAR RENTAL GPS LITIGATION AND LEGISLATION IS RELEVANT FOR OTHER
INDUSTRIES
<31> The

car rental litigation relating to consumer contracts and GPS, as well as related

legislation, provide guidance for businesses that wish to use tracking technology.
Contracts should reflect public policy and privacy considerations.
<32> The

burden to disclose and explain the use of tracking technology may be lower in

situations where a contract is between two commercial parties. Courts typically will
consider a non-drafting party’s level of sophistication and ability to negotiate a
contract to determine if contract terms are fair or unfair. The Connecticut GPS statute
specifically states that in non-consumer transactions, a commercial party does not
have to sign a separate statement authorizing the use of electronic self-help, such as
GPS, but automatically agrees to any clause allowing for such if the clause is in the
main contract.90
<33> In

conclusion, companies that lease or rent equipment to consumers should: (1)

clearly disclose to customers the use of tracking devices and the relationship between
information collected from tracking devices and any subsequent charges or fines or
actions that may be based on the use of GPS; (2) communicate any surcharge that
may be imposed on consumers before assessing such charges; and (3) ensure that
any imposed surcharges correspond closely to actual or projected damage to the
leased goods.
<< Top
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